
GETTING TO ZERO COALITION 

Application form for joining the Getting to Zero Coalition

Joining the Getting to Zero is an expression of intent that does not create any legal or financial 
obligations. To become a member of the Coalition a company or organization must adhere to the ambition 
and core principles of the Coalition, both stated in the Ambition Statement here. 

If you would like to join the Getting to Zero Coalition, please apply by completing this application form. 
Answers to the questions are not binding in any way and simply aim to support the decision-making 
process. 

Many organizations are interested in joining the Getting to Zero Coalition. Therefore, and in order to ensure 
that the Coalition is one of action and not only of ambition, a few selection criteria will be applied when 
assessing the application. 

Among the criteria for evaluation are: 

• Motivation: the motivation expressed by the applicant for wanting to join the Getting to Zero
Coalition

• Ability: that the applicant can show that it can meaningfully contribute in meeting the ambition of
Getting to Zero Coalition. This will exclude for example companies only favoring efficiency
solutions1 or fuels that don’t meet the criteria defined by the Coalition. Read more here.

• Size: companies that are big enough to be able to make a real impact both through their actions
and by putting their weight behind the initiative will be prioritized.

• Segment in the value chain and geography: the Coalition strives to have a global reach and to
include actors across the value chain in different regions. Segments or regions not yet well-
represented will be favored.

While the criteria guide the application process, each application is evaluated on its own merits. 

Applications are reviewed in batches and you can expect an answer from us within three weeks of your 
request. 

Contact details of the person applying on behalf of the organization 

Full name 

Position 

Email address 

1 The Getting to Zero Coalition strongly supports organizations that are working towards energy efficiency measures 
within the shipping industry. However, this is not the focus of the Getting to Zero Coalition and applicants solely 
focusing on efficiency technologies do not fall under the scope of the Coalition. 

https://www.globalmaritimeforum.org/content/2019/09/Getting-to-Zero-Coalition_Ambition-statement_230919.pdf
https://www.globalmaritimeforum.org/content/2019/09/Getting-to-Zero-Coalition_Zero-carbon-energy-sources.pdf


Background information on the organization 

Organization name 

Mailing country of the headquarter 

Number of employees 

Name the countries in which you 
have offices/operations or insert link 
showing this  

Link to website 

Link to sustainability report 

In which sector(s) is your organization operating? 

How is your organization involved or related to the maritime industry? 

Why does your organization wish to join the Getting to Zero Coalition? 



How can your organization contribute to meeting the ambition of the Getting to Zero Coalition of 
having commercially viable zero-emission vessels operating along deep-sea trade routes by 2030, 
supported by the necessary infrastructure? 

Is your company willing to adhere to the statements in the 
Ambition Statement? Link to Ambition Statement here 

        Yes         No 

Comments (if any) 

Please complete this form and return to Anna Rosenberg at  aro@globalmaritimeforum.org 

https://www.globalmaritimeforum.org/content/2019/09/Getting-to-Zero-Coalition_Ambition-statement_230919.pdf
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